
 

Editing Services  

Basic Line/Copyediting and Proofreading  

Up to 50,000 words: $.02/word 

 50,001 - 80,000 words: $1,000 

 80,001+: $1,500 

  

Developmental Editing  

Up to 50,000 words: $.03/word 

 50,001 - 80,000 words: $1,500 

 80,001+: $1,750 

  

Substantive Editing                                        

Up to 50,000 words: $.05/word 

 50,001 - 80,000 words: $2,500 

 80,001+: $3,000 

 

Editing + Writing Coach Packages 

 

IMMACULATE DEAL - $2500  

Ideal for writers who have substantial material that they want to structure and prepare for 

publication, with consistent direction that includes:  

 ٠8-10 one-hour phone coaching sessions (or equivalent) – scheduled accordingly  

 ٠Email support between calls  



٠Regular editorial assessment(s)  

٠Manuscript substantive, developmental editing, copyediting & proofreading 

٠Customized Publishing Strategy 

- Support with poetry/fiction/nonfiction book proposal  

- Publishing roadmap with development of an outline that includes timeline and target 

dates for pitching  

- Provision of resources to key publishing databases 

- Templates for submission pitches  

- Personalized direction on submission and pitching practices to 

presses/publications/journals to help build writing platform  

 

*Your project needs are not limited to this list and can be discussed further, as needed.  

*Half of total payment ($1,250) is due upfront, with option to make monthly payments over the course 

of the service OR pay the remaining balance of $1,250 in full at the end of service.  

 

INCREDIBLE Deal - $1500 

Ideal for writers who have considerable content that they want edited and organized into a cohesive, 

full body of work, with consistent direction that includes:  

٠6-8 one-hour phone coaching sessions (or equivalent) – scheduled accordingly  

 ٠Email support between calls  

٠Regular editorial assessment(s)  

٠Manuscript substantive, developmental editing, copyediting & proofreading 

٠Publishing Resources 

- Provision of applicable databases, publications, small presses, etc., depending on 

individual’s needs and preference  

- Templates for submission pitches  

- Personalized direction on submission and pitching practices to 

presses/publications/journals to help build writing platform  

*Half of total payment ($750) is due upfront, with option to make monthly payments over the course of 

the service OR pay the remaining balance of $750 in full at the end of service.  

*Your project needs are not limited to this list and can be discussed further, as needed.  

 

GREAT Deal - $750  



Ideal for writers who have content that they want edited with some direction that includes:  

٠4-6 one-hour phone coaching sessions (or equivalent) – scheduled accordingly  

 ٠Email support between calls  

٠One editorial assessment(s)  

٠Manuscript developmental editing, copyediting & proofreading 

٠Publishing Resources 

- Provision of applicable databases, publications, small presses, etc., depending on 

individual’s needs and preference  

- Templates for submission pitches  

*Half of total payment ($375) is due upfront, and the remaining balance of $375 is due in full at the end 

of service.  

*Your project needs are not limited to this list and can be discussed further, as needed.  

 

GOOD Deal - $500 

Ideal for writers who want editing/proofreading services and minimal publishing guidance, with 

direction that includes:  

٠1-2 one-hour phone coaching sessions (or equivalent) – scheduled accordingly   

٠One editorial assessment(s)  

٠Email support between calls 

٠Manuscript developmental editing and copyediting/proofreading 

٠Publishing Resources 

- Education on publishing platforms  

- Provision of applicable databases, publications, small presses, etc., depending on 

individual’s needs and preference  

Half of total payment ($250) is due upfront, and the remaining balance of $250 is due in full at the end 

of service.  

 

ONE-TIME Deal - $150 

Ideal for writers who want an editorial assessment of writing (up to 5,000 words) and minimal 

publishing guidance, with direction that includes:  

٠1-hour phone coaching session (or equivalent) – scheduled accordingly   



٠One editorial assessment with feedback on tone, structure, POV, etc.   

٠Publishing Resources 

- Education on publishing platforms  

- Provision of applicable databases, publications, small presses, etc., depending on 

individual’s needs and preference  

Total payment ($150) is due in full at the end of service.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


